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BDAU SE Policy Documents

This directory contains all BDAU SE policy documentation as per below:

- BDAU SE Access Control Policy
- BDAU SE Asset Management Policy
- BDAU SE Business Continuity Policy
- BDAU SE Change Management Policy
- BDAU SE Corrective And Preventative Action Policy
- BDAU SE ISMS Manual

BDAU SE Access Control Policy
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This document is the Access Control Policy. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) policy for access control within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

- **Scope**
- **Responsibilities**
- **User Access Management**
  - User Registration
  - De-registration of Users - Revoking Access
- **Dataset Access Management**
  - Dataset Registration
  - De-registration of Users for Datasets - Revoking Access
  - Datasets Granted Under Exception
- **Access Review**
- **Privilege Management**
- **Password Management**
- **Remote Access**
- **On-site Access**
- **Building and Facilities Access**
  - BDAU SE Staff Working Areas
  - BDAU SE Server Facilities
- **Monitoring and Audit**
- **Training**

**Scope**

This policy covers information assets held or equipment operational within the BDAU SE. For a list of qualifying assets see the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. The scope of this policy covers access for the following:

- Provision of access to the BDAU SE
- Provision of access to information assets within the BDAU SE
- Provision of access to workstations operated by the BDAU with direct access to the BDAU SE

For a list of legal and regulatory requirements which we operate by see the BDAU SE ISMS Manual.

**Responsibilities**

Within the scope of this document the following responsibilities apply:

1. Information Security Manager (ISM) - The ISM has overall responsibility for information governance and security within the BDAU SE. The post holder is responsible for the management of Information Security Policy (ISP) as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual and ensuring the appropriate mechanisms are in place to support service delivery and continuity.
2. Information Asset Owner (IAO) - The IAO has overall responsibility for data contracts and data management relating to one or more information assets held within the BDAU SE as indicated by the BDAU Asset Registry and maintained according to the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. The IAO is responsible for approving access requests for owned information assets, ensuring the use of an information asset abides by the data processing agreement or data controller requirements for their assets and for ensuring that users of an asset notify the BDAU immediately of any actual or suspected breaches as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form. As of Q4, 2019 all IAOs must be substantial employees of the College, and will be required to sign asset owner agreements.

3. Information Asset Administrator (IAA) - The IAA is the day to day contact for an information asset and can coordinate activities including access approvals and asset modification requests on behalf of the IAO with IAO permission. This does not delegate the responsibilities of the IAO however and ultimately the IAO will be held accountable for any misuse of information assets as a result of asset users or administrators. The BDAU will act as the default asset administrator for all information assets if not otherwise named. The IAA can be a non-employee of the College so long as they have the permission of the IAO to be IAA.

4. BDAU SE Staff - The staff of the BDAU in regards to the BDAU SE will abide by ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual.

5. BDAU SE Users - Users of the BDAU SE or information assets held within the BDAU SE will abide by the ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual.

User Access Management

User Registration

The life-cycle of user access in the BDAU SE, from the initial registration process of new users to the final de-registration of users who no longer require access, is controlled through a formal user registration procedure as per the BDAU SE User Registration SOP. All users with access to the BDAU SE infrastructure must have a valid (non-expired) user registration form; we allow up to 1 month to complete registration if a user has an expired user registration form, during which time the user can renew their registration. Access granted by user registration does not control access to datasets within the BDAU SE, this is controlled through the BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP.

De-registration of Users - Revoking Access

Users who do not renew their user registration within the allotted time above will lose access automatically to the BDAU SE infrastructure, including all information assets (datasets) held within the BDAU SE. This is done automatically on the BDAU SE platform, regardless of status in the access distribution list.

Dataset Access Management

Dataset Registration

User registration only grants access to login to the BDAU SE, it does not grant access to dataset information assets held within the BDAU SE. Access to dataset information assets within the BDAU SE is controlled by the BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP. Users who require access to dataset information assets will require a valid (non-expired) dataset registration form, we allow up to 2 months to complete de-registration if a user has an expired dataset registration form, during which time the user can renew their registration.

De-registration of Users for Datasets - Revoking Access

If a user does not renew their dataset registration within the allotted time above will lose access automatically to the relevant dataset information asset. Note that users without a valid user registration will lose access to all dataset information assets. Both of these items are done automatically on the BDAU SE platform, regardless of status in the relevant access distribution list.

Datasets Granted Under Exception

Where the BDAU cannot integrate dataset information assets into the BDAU SE, for instance where software requirements cannot be met, the BDAU will grant exception access to dataset information assets. Dataset information assets granted under exception do not fall within scope of BDAU SE ISO 27001 specifications and are not subject to the same requirements. This is covered by the BDAU SE Dataset Exception SOP.

Access Review

User and dataset access rights which are expired will be automatically removed as described above. In addition the BDAU will hold periodic access review audits to ensure that users hold only the access they require. This will involve spot-checking for random users with line managers to ensure the users still requires access and spot-checking for random dataset information assets with information asset owners to ensure the users still require access. The outcome of these reviews will be managed according to the BDAU SE Corrective And Preventative Action Policy.

Privilege Management

“Special privileges” are those allowed only to BDAU SE staff as facility, systems and information asset administrators. This access may or may not include access to some or all data. The unnecessary allocation and use of special privileges is a major contributing factor to system vulnerability. Therefore special privileged access is to be strictly controlled and recorded and only permitted for BDAU SE staff. Access to privileged commands is controlled through the “sudo” authorisation system for unix and local admin privileges for windows.
Password Management

Login to the BDAU SE is strictly controlled and we encourage BDAU SE users to use a password which is not their college password to enter the BDAU SE. Where a user has forgotten their password for the BDAU SE, BDAU staff are authorised to issue a replacement according to the BDAU SE Password Change SOP - DR.

Remote Access

All off-site access to the BDAU SE is controlled via the Imperial College Secure Gateway which wraps relevant sessions in a SSL encrypted layer. This includes BDAU staff working off-site. On-site access for non-BDAU SE staff workstations as per below also follow the same procedure for access. For more information on the BDAU SE access procedure as per individual OS specific access guides under the BDAU SE XRDP Server Access SOP.

On-site Access

BDAU staff working on-site in certain locations have direct access to the BDAU SE from their workstations. These workstations are restricted to login only for BDAU SE staff and the rooms are protected by pin-code locked internal doors and access badge readers for external doors.

Building and Facilities Access

BDAU SE Staff Working Areas

BDAU staff working areas are protected by pin-coded locked doors with badge readers for external doors. BDAU SE staff and BDAU SE users are not permitted to share pin-codes for doors or to lend their badge to other individuals for access. A member of BDAU SE staff must be present at all times in primary BDAU SE working sites if other staff require access.

BDAU SE Server Facilities

Facilities where BDAU SE server equipment is held are accessible only by service personnel required for server maintenance as per the BDAU SE ICT MoU. Areas for storage and transfer of equipment for server purposes are protected as per the BDAU SE ICT MoU.

Monitoring and Audit

User and dataset information asset access will be subject to monitoring and review and the ISM will be responsible for working with both internal and external auditors to ensure that audits of the BDAU SE are conducted on a regular basis. The ISM will be responsible for ensuring that any breaches or risks that are identified are added to the BDAU SE Risk Registry as per the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP.

Training

All users are required to complete training on an annual basis. This changes depending on what is available, see the BDAU SE User Registration SOP for the most recent training requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14      | Relinked BDAU SE XRDP Server Access SOP
|         | Relinked BDAU SE ICT MoU
|         | Cosmetic fixes on revoking access notation |
| 15      | Fixed previous active version |
| 16      | Changed to only keep last 5 changes
|         | Relinked BDAU SE Corrective And Preventative Action Policy under Access Review
|         | Relinked BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP under Monitoring and Audit |
This document is the Asset Management Policy. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) policy for asset management within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

### Scope

This policy covers information assets held or equipment operational within the BDAU SE. For a list of qualifying assets see the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. The scope of this policy covers access for the following:

- Information assets and information systems:
  - Databases
  - Datasets
  - Hardcopy documents
  - User guides
  - Notebooks
  - Training material
  - Policies, procedures
  - Business continuity plans
  - Financial data
- Software:
  - Applications
  - System software
  - Development software
  - Utilities
- Physical:
  - Computer equipment (servers and workstations)
  - BDAU staff areas
Responsibilities

Within the scope of this document the following responsibilities apply:

1. Information Security Manager (ISM) - The ISM has overall responsibility for information governance and security within the BDAU SE. The post holder is responsible for the management of Information Security Policy (ISP) as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual and ensuring the appropriate mechanisms are in place to support service delivery and continuity.

2. Information Asset Owner (IAO) - The IAO has overall responsibility for data contracts and data management relating to one or more information assets held within the BDAU SE as indicated by the BDAU Asset Registry and maintained according to the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. The IAO is responsible for approving access requests for owned information assets, ensuring the use of an information asset abides by the data processing agreement or data controller requirements for their assets and for ensuring that users of an asset notify the BDAU immediately of any actual or suspected breaches as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form. As of Q4, 2019 all IAOs must be substantial employees of the College, and will be required to sign asset owner agreements.

3. Information Asset Administrator (IAA) - The IAA is the day to day contact for an information asset and can coordinate activities including access approvals and asset modification requests on behalf of the IAO with IAO permission. This does not delegate the responsibilities of the IAO however and ultimately the IAO will be held accountable for any misuse of information assets as a result of asset users or administrators. The BDAU will act as the default asset administrator for all information assets if not otherwise named. The IAA can be a non-employee of the College so long as they have the permission of the IAO to be IAA.

4. BDAU SE Staff - The staff of the BDAU in regards to the BDAU SE will abide by ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. Furthermore the BDAU SE staff are responsible that assets are correctly labelled and can be audited with the appropriate registration and evaluation forms. The BDAU SE staff must also ensure that all assets that are required to be recorded are recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

5. BDAU SE Users - Users of the BDAU SE or information assets held within the BDAU SE will abide by the ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. Users are responsible to ensure that they understand and abide by the labels which are assigned to the assets they use as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP and to notify BDAU SE staff if any changes are required for those assets in terms of information governance, access or labelling.

6. Equipment and Facilities Managers - IT equipment including telecommunications devices, loading bays, physical assets, fire alarms and all site facility management is performed under MoU. For more information see BDAU SE ICT MoU.

Information Asset Handling

Security while handling information assets is of the utmost importance to the BDAU, its staff, its users and its partners. Mishandling of information assets whether intentional or unintentional will result in possible disciplinary action (for more information see the BDAU SE HR MoU) and loss of access to assets. All information assets supplied within the BDAU SE are not allowed to leave the BDAU SE unless an exception is granted, at which point those assets that have left the BDAU SE no longer fall into scope of these policies. All assets including assets granted under exception are recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP along with the IAO and the asset users distribution list. Specific requirements for asset types include:

1. Dataset Assets - Dataset assets include any data for which the BDAU SE staff are responsible under ISO 27001 specifications. Access to dataset assets are granted within the BDAU SE using the BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP and must abide by the access control policy described in the BDAU SE Access Control Policy. All dataset assets must be recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. Asset users for datasets can be contacted using the associated contact distribution list as recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. Furthermore all dataset assets should be transferred using secure channels as per the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP.
   1. Assets Granted Under Exception - Dataset assets which can not be held in the BDAU SE due to requirements which fall outside the services provided will require a BDAU SE Dataset Exception as per the BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP. These assets will still be recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP so they can be investigated as a risk which requires remediation, but these assets will not fall under BDAU SE ISO 27001 specifications.

2. Vendor Assets - Vendor assets are metadata assets which are held by the BDAU to ensure ongoing ability to contact providers of data and software where required. This ensures compliance with regulation and vendor specific training. Vendor assets are created using the Vendor Evaluation procedure outlined in the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP. Vendor assets are recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

3. External Services - External services which are required for the BDAU SE to maintain services according to ISO 27001 specifications are kept under BDAU SE MoU Documents.

4. Software Assets - Software assets include software used by or created by the BDAU as used within the BDAU SE. This includes:
   1. Applications - Software used within the BDAU SE and on BDAU SE staff workstations falls within scope of the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. All applications must be appropriately sourced using BDAU SE approved suppliers and must be evaluated according to the review of the ISM and must have a valid license for its intended users. All software used within the BDAU SE must be recorded in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. Users must only have access to software for which they are licensed.
   2. System software - Server/system software such as operating systems must be evaluated to ensure they meet the same criteria as other applications as per above.

5. Physical Assets - Physical assets include staff and user equipment in the BDAU SE. This includes but is not limited to:
   1. IT equipment - BDAU SE equipment includes servers which make up the BDAU SE and BDAU SE staff workstations. BDAU SE equipment is maintained in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. Changes to the BDAU SE equipment such as hardware and software maintenance must be done according to the BDAU SE Change Management SOP and must abide by the change management policy as described in the BDAU SE Change Management Policy.
2. Portable media storage - Information assets provided on portable media storage will be provided only under BDAU SE exception as per the BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP. Use of portable media devices is generally discouraged by the BDAU except where absolutely necessary. Where necessary portable media devices, including laptops, should be encrypted, password protected and if possible pin-protected.

3. Backup tapes - Removable media for backups is controlled by an external service provider as per the BDAU SE ICT MoU. This includes secure transfer of tapes to archive.

4. Local media storage - The BDAU recommends that all information assets are stored and used only on local media within the BDAU SE. The BDAU will make every effort to accommodate requirements in order to ensure this is possible. Where this is not possible exceptions will be granted according to the BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP. Policy for access to information assets stored on local media is covered by the BDAU SE Access Control Policy. Destruction of local media and information assets is done according to the BDAU SE ICT MoU.

5. Physical paper records - The BDAU maintains a list of physical paper records which are also stored in electronic format (scanned). These include all registration and evaluation forms, signed MoUs, data vendor contracts and other miscellaneous records. Paper records which are not marked as risk score low (public and publishable) must be disposed of by placing the paper records in the confidential waste blue bins. All electronic records which are scanned are stored for a minimum of 10 years.

6. Disposal of Assets - All BDAU SE assets must be disposed of securely whether physical or digital assets. Asset disposal procedures are covered by the BDAU SE ICT MoU.

7. Locking of Screens and Clear Desks - All BDAU SE staff are expected to lock their screens when not at their workstations and to keep their desks clear of any sensitive information. BDAU SE staff working area procedures are covered in the BDAU SE Staff Working Areas SOP.

No BDAU SE assets are allowed to leave the BDAU SE without explicit permission of the BDAU SE ISM.

**Information Asset Labelling**

All information assets must be labelled as per BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.

**Communication**

All communication which is sensitive in nature will be conducted over secure channels whenever possible. This includes transfer of user credentials and passwords (as per the BDAU SE Password Change SOP - DR), transfer of data into or out of the BDAU SE (as recorded in the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP), access to the BDAU SE (as per the BDAU SE XRDP Server Access SOP) and any other communication which requires encryption and security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Change Management SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 22      | Reviewed: no major changes  
Added: last modified  
Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 23      | Clarified IAO, IAA as per the BDAU SE Access Control Policy and removed redundant Information Asset User (IAU) which is covered by BDAU SE Users  
Minor corrections  
Replaced software SOP (non-existent) with approval of ISM, a software sop will be created once resources are available  
New risks have been flagged for risk register |
| 24      | Typo fix in IAO name (manager to owner) and IAA (owner to administrator) |

**BDAU SE Business Continuity Policy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75444900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75444817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document is the Business Continuity Policy. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) policy for continued and sustainable service delivery within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

- **Scope**
- **Responsibilities**
- **Backup of Information Assets**
- **Restoration of Information Assets**
- **Information Classification**
- **Business Continuity Management Testing**
- **Staff Relocation**

**Scope**

This policy covers information assets held or equipment operational within the BDAU SE. For a list of qualifying assets see the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

**Responsibilities**

Within the scope of this document the following responsibilities apply:

1. **Information Security Manager (ISM)** - The ISM has overall responsibility for information governance and security within the BDAU SE. The post holder is responsible for the management of Information Security Policy (ISP) as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual and ensuring the appropriate mechanisms are in place to support service delivery and continuity.
2. **Information Asset Owner (IAO)** - The IAO has overall responsibility for data contracts and data management relating to one or more information assets held within the BDAU SE as indicated by the BDAU Asset Registry and maintained according to the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. The IAO is responsible for approving access requests for owned information assets, ensuring the use of an information asset abides by the data processing agreement or data controller requirements for their assets and for ensuring that users of an asset notify the BDAU immediately of any actual or suspected breaches as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form. As of Q4, 2019 all IAOs must be substantial employees of the College, and will be required to sign asset owner agreements.
3. **Information Asset Administrator (IAA)** - The IAA is the day to day contact for an information asset and can coordinate activities including access approvals and asset modification requests on behalf of the IAO with IAO permission. This does not delegate the responsibilities of the IAO however and ultimately the IAO will be held accountable for any misuse of information assets as a result of asset users or administrators. The BDAU will act as the default asset administrator for all information assets if not otherwise named. The IAA can be a non-employee of the College so long as they have the permission of the IAO to be IAA.
4. **BDAU SE Staff** - The staff of the BDAU in regards to the BDAU SE will abide by ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. Staff are responsible for supporting continued service.
5. **BDAU SE Users** - Users of the BDAU SE or information assets held within the BDAU SE will abide by the ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual.

**Backup of Information Assets**

Information assets, especially dataset assets, require backup plans for assets deployed in production. This allows assets to be restored in event of a disaster, unplanned outage or unexpected loss of access to information assets. Data assets for the BDAU SE are backed up as per the BDAU SE Backup SOP.

**Restoration of Information Assets**

Information assets can be restored both from local sources, such as in the event of accidental file deletion, or from tape archive, such as in the case of service restoration to a disaster recovery site. For more information on restoring information assets see the BDAU SE Backup SOP.

**Information Classification**

All BDAU SE information assets should have a classification for business continuity. This allows the BDAU SE to easily identify what would need to be restored during a disaster recovery situation or prioritise an asset for restoration during accidental deletion. For more information see the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.

**Business Continuity Management Testing**
To ensure that critical systems and information assets which are deemed business critical can be available in the event of a disaster, unplanned outage or unexpected loss of access, business continuity management plans must be tested. These simulations provide confirmation that critical systems and information assets continue to be available as required. The business continuity classification as defined by the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP is recorded as per the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

Staff Relocation

Staff will be relocated to a new site if the usual BDAU SE staff area is not available. Instructions for how to relocate will be available to BDAU SE staff in the BDAU SE Staff Working Areas SOP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Backup SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Added Staff Relocation section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7       | Reviewed: no major changes  
          Added: last modified  
          Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
          Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 8       | Amend policy to remove need for local backup which is not currently performed as per audit of Mar 2018 |
| 9       | Updated IAO & IAA definitions according to asset management and access control policies |

BDAU SE Change Management Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75444889</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75444835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Cycle (months)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Type</td>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Modified Date</td>
<td>Feb 01, 2019 08:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document is the Change Management Policy. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) policy for change management, delivery of upgrades and disposal of unnecessary assets within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

- **Scope**
- **Responsibilities**
- **Change Type Classification - CTC**
- **Change Platforms**
- **Introduction of New Information Assets**
- **Secure Development**
- **Change Implementation Classification - CIC**

**Scope**

This policy covers information assets held or equipment operational within the BDAU SE. For a list of qualifying assets see the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

**Responsibilities**

Within the scope of this document the following responsibilities apply:
1. Information Security Manager (ISM) - The ISM has overall responsibility for information governance and security within the BDAU SE. The post holder is responsible for the management of Information Security Policy (ISP) as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. This includes the provision of changes to the BDAU Secure Environment, procurement and introduction of new assets and archiving or disposal of assets no longer required.

2. Information Asset Owner (IAO) - The IAO has overall responsibility for data contracts and data management relating to one or more information assets held within the BDAU SE as indicated by the BDAU Asset Registry and maintained according to the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. The IAO is responsible for approving access requests for owned information assets, ensuring the use of an information asset abides by the data processing agreement or data controller requirements for their assets and for ensuring that users of an asset notify the BDAU immediately of any actual or suspected breaches as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form.

As of Q4, 2019 all IAOs must be substantial employees of the College, and will be required to sign asset owner agreements.

3. Information Asset Administrator (IAA) - The IAA is the day to day contact for an information asset and can coordinate activities including access approvals and asset modification requests on behalf of the IAO with IAO permission. This does not delegate the responsibilities of the IAO however and ultimately the IAO will be held accountable for any misuse of information assets as a result of asset users or administrators. The BDAU will act as the default asset administrator for all information assets if not otherwise named. The IAA can be a non-employee of the College so long as they have the permission of the IAO to be IAA.

4. BDAU SE Staff - The staff of the BDAU in regards to the BDAU SE will abide by ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. Staff are responsible for supporting continued service. BDAU SE staff are responsible for ensuring no changes are made outside of change management policy.

5. BDAU SE Users - Users of the BDAU SE or information assets held within the BDAU SE will abide by the ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. BDAU SE users are expected to abide by plans of change management as informed and not interrupt indirectly or directly with changes as they occur.

Change Type Classification - CTC

Changes to the BDAU Secure Environment or which impact BDAU SE information assets are defined into 3 categories. Approvals and testing are required as per the BDAU SE Change Management SOP. Classifications of change types are listed in the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.

Change Platforms

Strict change types for production platforms must be enforced. Platform classifications (PC) are defined in the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.

Introduction of New Information Assets

Introduction of new physical or electronic information assets must also abide by change type classifications unless they are automated changes, such as the introduction of new datasets or new users which are automatically provisioned.

Secure Development

All development of infrastructure software for the BDAU SE must be developed using secure and trackable code management and must be deployed using change management procedure as per the BDAU SE Change Management SOP.

Change Implementation Classification - CIC

All changes should be labelled with an appropriate change implementation classification after implementation. CICs are defined in the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.
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This document is the Corrective And Preventative Action Policy. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) policy for addressing non-conformance and risk issues within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

**Scope**

This policy covers information assets and equipment operational within the BDAU SE as well as BDAU SE user and staff activity related to those assets and equipment. For a list of qualifying assets see the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP. For a list of legal and regulatory requirements which we operate by see the BDAU SE ISMS Manual.

**Responsibilities**

Within the scope of this document the following responsibilities apply:

1. Information Security Manager (ISM) - The ISM has overall responsibility for information governance and security within the BDAU SE. The post holder is responsible for the management of Information Security Policy (ISP) as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual and ensuring the appropriate mechanisms are in place to resolve non-conformances as required to ensure service delivery and continuity.
2. Information Asset Owner (IAO) - The IAO has overall responsibility for data contracts and data management relating to one or more information assets held within the BDAU SE as indicated by the BDAU Asset Registry and maintained according to the BDAU Asset Registry SOP. The IAO is responsible for approving access requests for owned information assets, ensuring the use of an information asset abides by the data processing agreement or data controller requirements for their assets and for ensuring that users of an asset notify the BDAU immediately of any actual or suspected breaches as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form. As of Q4, 2019 all IAOs must be substantial employees of the College, and will be required to sign asset owner agreements.
3. Information Asset Administrator (IAA) - The IAA is the day to day contact for an information asset and can coordinate activities including access approvals and asset modification requests on behalf of the IAO with IAO permission. This does not delegate the responsibilities of the IAO however and ultimately the IAO will be held accountable for any misuse of information assets as a result of asset users or administrators. The BDAU will act as the default asset administrator for all information assets if not otherwise named. The IAA can be a non-employee of the College so long as they have the permission of the IAO to be IAA.
4. BDAU SE Staff - The staff of the BDAU in regards to the BDAU SE will abide by ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. BDAU SE staff must ensure that non-conformances are avoided and where found are recorded as per the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP.
5. BDAU SE Users - Users of the BDAU SE or information assets held within the BDAU SE will abide by the ISP as per the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. BDAU SE users must ensure that non-conformances are avoided and where found are raised to BDAU SE staff as soon as possible.

**Non-conformity Identification**

Non-conformities in the context of the BDAU SE are failures to adhere to policies and procedures as defined and linked to the BDAU SE ISMS Manual. This can include risks which are not explicitly covered by documentation but still present a risk to service delivery, security and continuity. Identification of non-conformities can be done by any user of the BDAU SE including end-users, staff and management. Suspected and confirmed non-conformities must be reported to BDAU SE staff immediately by contacting bdau@imperial.ac.uk. Failure to report non-conformities as detected could result in disciplinary action if required, no matter how minor the non-conformity might be. Note that non-conformities include behaviour of other users which does not adhere to policy and procedure as defined by BDAU SE.
Where identified though audit, reporting, monitoring and/or occurrence the BDAU SE staff will apply CAPA as defined below to mitigate impact and prevent recurrence.

**CAPA**

Corrective and preventative action (CAPA) is a systematic process of investigating, mitigating and preventing non-conformities within the BDAU SE. CAPA applies to events which have already occurred or might occur in the future. All instances of non-conformities should be referred to the BDAU SE staff for CAPA. BDAU SE staff will, along with the reporter of the non-conformity, fill in the BDAU SE CAPA Form. docx and add the non-conformity as per the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP.

**Corrective Action**

When a non-conformity is identified the BDAU SE staff shall:

- Ensure that any remedial is taken immediately to ensure mitigation of impact of the non-conformity. This could include, for the very highest level non-conformities, cessation of service until the non-conformity no longer represents an immediate risk. For low level non-conformities this could include removal of access to a particular individual or a particular asset.
- Ensure that changes required to remove the non-conformity abide by the BDAU SE Change Management Policy where required to ensure that further non-conformities are not accidentally introduced into the BDAU SE.

**Preventative Action**

In order to prevent future non-conformities before they happen the BDAU SE staff and users shall:

- Attend training to ensure that policies and procedures for the BDAU SE are clear and followed as required.
- Abide by the BDAU SE Change Management Policy to ensure that non-conformities are not introduced by accident.
- Assess and explore suspected risks in an open and transparent manner.
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This document is the Information Security Management System (ISMS) manual. It describes the responsibilities and scope of security within the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) Secure Environment (SE).
Responsibilities

1. It is the responsibility of the Information Security Manager (ISM) to ensure that this document is up to date and relevant and reflects the scope of the ISMS. The ISM will see and obtain certification from the selected certification body.

2. A key objective of the BDAU SE ISMS Manual is to demonstrate that it takes information security seriously for the protection of our services and that of our customers and clients. The BDAU is responsible for providing and maintaining the IT systems and services for the BDAU SE, its staff, its clients and its partners that requires careful handling of information and granting access to and monitoring access to the BDAU SE's information systems and networks.

Management Statement

1. The function of the BDAU SE is to provide data and compute services to researchers and partners as required by research programmes and processing agreements related to clinical research and advanced analytical techniques. The data provided by the BDAU and processed within the BDAU SE is highly sensitive data. As such, the secure processing of sensitive data is a fundamental requirement for the BDAU SE. The BDAU, its staff, its clients and its partners expect our information systems to meet high standards of confidentiality, availability and integrity. These standards can only be achieved by ensuring that we have a practical and pro-active system for managing our information security.

2. This document has been approved by the Information Security Management Forum (ISMF) and gives the structure and outline of how the BDAU will set up and manage its ISMS in relation to the BDAU SE. The ISMS will contain the policies, standards, procedures, guidelines, hardware, software and other material required to manage information security within the BDAU SE. The ISMF has delegated responsibility for the establishment of the ISMS to the ISM.

3. The BDAU has established and will maintain the ISMF which made up of representation from the BDAU, its clients and its partners. The forum will approve policies and oversee the ISMS.

4. The ISMS and the security controls we apply to the BDAU SE will be based on the ISO 27001 standard and controls.

5. The BDAU is committed to meeting or exceeding its ISMS objectives and regulatory and legal obligations in regards to the BDAU SE. We will continue to develop the information security that is in place through continuous improvement of technology, policy and procedure. To this end our staff will use the documented controls and procedures in the operations of the BDAU SE to ensure that the requirements laid out in this system and in our contracts are met.

6. The BDAU will ensure that the information security requirements of any existing or future systems within the BDAU SE are defined as part of the project definition using the approved BDAU SE Onboarding SOP. These requirements will be built into our systems and maintained to ensure we can demonstrate to our clients and auditors that appropriate levels of security are in place for the BDAU SE.

7. To protect our staff and the assets of the BDAU SE, the BDAU will continue to implement our physical security procedures which include the monitoring of visitors and the provision of secure areas where required. Where services are provided by a vendor external to the BDAU a memorandum of understanding (MoU) shall be in place to ensure that services are provided to meet ISO 27001 standards and the controls required by that standard in regards to services provided for the purpose of the BDAU SE.

8. The BDAU is committed to putting in place systems that will ensure that our staff can carry out their roles in a safe and secure environment. Therefore the BDAU will uphold the policies put in place by Imperial College London in regards to appropriate use of key information and communication systems such as e-mail, telephones and the internet. We will support this policy in the BDAU SE through the implementation of controls and monitoring in accordance with documentation and legislation.
Information Security Policy

1. The purpose of the Information Security Policy (ISP) is to protect the BDAU, its staff, its clients and its partners from all information security threats, whether internal or external, deliberate or accidental.
2. The ISP is in relation to the BDAU SE and is characterised here as the preservation of:
   1. Confidentiality - ensuring that information is accessible only to those authorised to have access
   2. Integrity - safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of information and processing methods
   3. Availability - ensuring that authorised users have access to information and associated assets when required
3. The BDAU will provide an ISM function to introduce and maintain policies and to provide advice and guidance on its implementation.
4. The BDAU requires that all breaches within the BDAU SE of information security, either actual or suspected, will be reported and investigated by the ISM.
5. The BDAU undertakes activities to provide appropriate information security awareness for its staff, its clients and its partners as appropriate in relation to the BDAU SE.
6. Third parties are required to ensure that the confidentiality, integrity, availability and regulatory requirements of systems for the BDAU SE are met as described in assigned MoUs.
7. The BDAU will hold departmental heads or other nominated managers directly responsible for implementing the policy and for the adherence of their staff and third party suppliers.
8. It is the responsibility of all personnel to adhere to the ISP.
9. The ISP shall be reviewed annually by the ISM to ensure its continued improvement.

Principles

1. This document contains both policy and procedure statements. For the avoidance of confusion, the policy statements say what we do to ensure security and the procedures give general guidance how we will implement security controls in the BDAU SE in order to meet ISO 27001 specifications. This document is used in conjunction with all BDAU SE policy and procedure documents and enforced for third party providers through MoUs.
2. The BDAU maintains a proactive approach to security in the BDAU SE to ensure risks are reduced or removed before they can damage our clients, our partners, our staff or our reputation. In implementing security, the BDAU will adopt the following principles:
   1. Integral Security - Security for the BDAU SE will be an integral part of our culture and working practices and be applied to all projects and working methods.
   2. Justified Security - Security for the BDAU SE will be justified will relation to contractual, regulatory or legal responsibilities or on the basis of risks to the business, balanced against effectiveness and cost.
   3. Manageable Security - Information security controls and solutions for the BDAU SE will be selected if they are effective, achievable, and sustainable and can be appropriately managed. Controls will be selected and implemented in a manner that ensures the minimum level of disruption to the users of the BDAU SE information processing systems and resources, both during initial implementation and through on-going usage of the systems.
   4. People are Essential - The competency of individual users of our systems is critical to maintaining information security for the BDAU SE. The BDAU therefore undertakes to train and educate its staff, its clients and its partners in their roles and to monitor their effectiveness in maintaining information security.

Scope

1. This ISMS will apply to the BDAU SE, its staff, its clients and its partners.
2. The scope of the ISMS will include all assets owned, leased, or managed by the BDAU within the BDAU SE and all means of access to information and transfer of information held within the BDAU SE. This includes all data and compute resources managed or provided by the BDAU SE.
3. The scope addresses the acquisition, handling, processing, storage and communication of information within the BDAU SE.
4. The relevant services provided by the BDAU for the BDAU SE will be defined by policies, procedures, manuals and MoUs which constitute the documentation of the BDAU SE for ISO 27001 specifications. These documents will define the appropriate security requirements for the services provided by the BDAU in relation to the BDAU SE.

Organisation Scope

1. This policy applies to:
   1. All personnel who work for or are contracted to work for the BDAU with relation to the BDAU SE.
   2. All information assets and compute resources provided or managed by the BDAU for the purposes of the BDAU SE; encompassing facilities, data, software, paper documents, and personnel where applicable.
2. Facilities include all equipment as well as the physical infrastructure for the BDAU SE:
   1. Computer processors of any size whether general or special purpose and including personal computers.
   2. Peripheral, workstation and terminal equipment.
3. Data includes:
   1. Electronic data files, regardless of their storage media and including hard copies and data otherwise in transit.
   2. Information derived from processing data, regardless of the storage or presentation media.
4. Software includes locally developed programs and those acquired from external sources:
   1. Operating system software and associated utility and support programs.
   2. Application enabling software, including database management, user management and distribution list control.
   3. Application software.
5. Paper documents including systems documentation, user manuals, business continuity plans, contracts, guidelines and procedures.
6. Personnel within the BDAU who work on or within the BDAU SE, including employees, consultants and service providers.
Key Business Processes and Functions

1. Data acquisition:
   1. Negotiation and signing of data sharing/processing agreements with relation to information assets held within the BDAU SE.
   2. Data retrieval and storage for dissemination within the BDAU SE.
2. Data provision:
   1. Acceptable usage agreements with BDAU clients and partners for the BDAU SE.
   2. Secure access to data as provisioned within the BDAU SE.
3. User management:
   1. Ensuring users have access as required for the BDAU SE according to the BDAU SE Access Control Policy.
   2. Ensuring users are removed from BDAU SE systems when applicable (leavers).
4. Compute resources:
   1. Sustained access to shared compute resources within the BDAU SE where required.
   2. Ensuring security of shared compute resources within the BDAU SE.
5. Portfolio, programme and project management:
   1. Programme management of interrelated projects to deliver organisational objectives for the purposes of maintaining and improving the BDAU SE.
   2. Portfolio management of programmes.
6. Information management and quality assurance:
   1. Management and use of data within the BDAU SE and during transfer in or out of the BDAU SE.
   2. Data protection in relation to the BDAU SE.
   3. Freedom of information in relation to the operation of the BDAU SE.
   4. IT security policy and guidance for the BDAU SE.
   5. Physical security of equipment for the BDAU SE both provided by the BDAU and by external service providers through MoUs.
   6. Change control and media management for the BDAU SE both provided by the BDAU and by external service providers through MoUs.

Personnel

1. The scope of this policy in relation to personnel applies to:
   1. The staff of the BDAU who operate within the BDAU SE.
   2. Any persons temporarily authorised for privileged access in the BDAU SE.

Interested Parties

1. The scope of this policy in relation to interested parties applies to:
   1. Registered users of the BDAU SE.
   2. Management of the BDAU including parent organisation management.
   3. Suppliers of information assets within the BDAU SE.
   4. Service providers for the BDAU SE as described by relevant MoUs.
   5. Auditors of the BDAU SE.

Information Assets

1. Information assets for the BDAU SE include security documentation, logs such as network logs and incident logs, project documents and reputation. The provision and maintenance of assets such as computer hardware and software is managed either by the BDAU or by external service providers under MoU or by both. The building is managed by Imperial College site management or by Imperial College Healthcare Trust site management.
2. Information assets are tracked in the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.
3. The central Imperial College Information, Communications and Technology (ICT) department provide BDAU staff workstations and operating systems for those workstations. The Imperial College ICT is also responsible for networks connecting workstations to other internal and external networks. The BDAU uses encryption for all assets within the BDAU SE including networked communication.
4. The central Imperial College ICT provides a support function, remote access facilities (Secure Gateway) and security controls (e.g. anti-virus for BDAU staff workstations and firewalls for BDAU SE networks).

Physical Environment

1. The scope of this policy in relation to physical environments applies to:
   1. BDAU staff rooms (pin code locked).
   2. Immediate locations of BDAU SE server equipment up to including the first badge protected room.
   3. BDAU SE data transfer workstation rooms.

Supporting Business Processes

1. The effective security management of the service functions of the BDAU SE is dependent on several services provided by external parties to the BDAU (including Imperial College itself). The following interfaces exist with areas in scope for services provided for the BDAU SE and these services are provided under relevant MoUs:
   1. Imperial College Human Resources (BDAU SE HR MoU)
   2. Imperial College ICT (BDAU SE ICT MoU)
3. Internal Auditors (BDAU SE Internal Auditor MoU)

2. MoUs exist to define relevant controls for ISO 27001 specifications which these external providers adhere to for the purposes of the BDAU SE.

3. A key element of these MoUs will be the right to carry out independent audits of the service providers against the definition of the expected services defined in the MoU in relation to the on-going operational compliance of the BDAU SE. This will include documentation evidence (records or logs in either electronic or hardcopy format), which can be provided as requested at agreed intervals defined in the relevant MoU.

4. Beyond obtaining assurance for the ISMS that the relevant services defined within the MoUs are being provided correctly, there is no claim being made about the compliance of any of the service providers with respect to ISO 27001. Therefore, although clearly desirable, it is not necessary for the activities of service providers for the BDAU SE to be supported by documented policies or standards except as defined within the relevant MoU. It is also not necessary for the functions provided by these service providers to be compliant with any other clauses of ISO 27001 beyond those that have been specifically defined in the relevant MoU.

Legislative Framework

1. The legislative and regulatory frameworks which may impact particular activities within the BDAU SE include, but are not limited to:

   1. Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018 (the BDAU belongs to Imperial College and the Imperial College DPA registration number is Z5940050)
   2. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
   5. The Freedom of Information Act 2000
   9. Copyright (Computer Programs) Regulations 1992
   10. The Terrorism Act 2000
   12. Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
   13. Trademarks Act 1994
   15. Official Secrets Act 1911 - 1989

Security Principles

1. There are nine general principles that provide guidance in the security of information within the BDAU SE. These are:

   1. Accountability - the responsibility and accountability of information/data owners, users and other parties concerned with the security of information should be explicit.
   2. Awareness - to foster confidence in information systems, owners, providers and users shall have access to all documentation about information security policies and procedures except where restricted by explicit requirements of non-disclosure agreements, confidentiality agreements or data sharing and processing agreements for information assets.
   3. Ethics - in the provision of information systems, information assets and the establishment of information security, the rights and legitimate interests of the BDAU's staff, its clients and its partners shall be respected.
   4. Service perspectives - security processes shall take account of and address the relevant service considerations and viewpoints; these include technical, administrative, organisational, operational, political, and legal/statutory aspects.
   5. Proportionality - the level and cost of security processes shall be appropriate and proportionate to the value and degree of resilience on information systems and the severity, probability and extent of potential or actual harm to the organisation.
   6. Integration - security processes shall be co-ordinated and integrated with each other and with other measures, procedures and practices of the organisation to create a coherent system of information security whenever possible.
   7. Timeliness - action to respond to an information security breach shall be timely and co-ordinated to prevent and overcome the breach of security.
   8. Reassessment - the security of information systems shall be reassessed at times of major change and at project conception.
   9. Freedom of information:
      1. The security of information will be compatible with the legitimate use and flow of data and information as required by privacy and freedom of information statutory requirements.
      2. The BDAU in relation to the BDAU SE will follow the obligations within these guidelines to maintain best practice in information security management.

Risk Management

1. Information security controls for the BDAU SE which have been selected for implementation have been selected based on the results of a formal risk assessment to ensure a risk mediated strategy.

2. The BDAU employs a low risk strategy and is dedicated to ensuring highest levels of confidence in the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the BDAU SE information assets and information systems.

3. To ensure the effective implementation of the risk management strategy, the BDAU undertakes activities within the BDAU SE to ensure that:
   1. There are nominated individuals who shall own collectively the risk management process and lead on risk management.
   2. Risk management policies, and the benefits of following them, shall be clearly communicated to all staff.
   3. An organisational culture that supports well thought-through risk taking and innovation shall be encouraged.
   4. The management of risk is fully embedded in management processes and consistently applied.
   5. Risks associated when working with other organisations are explicitly assessed and managed.
   6. Information security risks are actively monitored and reviewed regularly on a constructive "no-blame" basis.
   7. Audits for the BDAU SE are performed on an annual basis by external auditors who do not control access to resources held within the BDAU SE.

4. Risks are assessed using facilitated, qualitative approaches as detailed in the policies and procedures for the BDAU SE.
The risk assessment shall be repeated yearly as part of the ISMS review process to ensure that controls remain appropriate and adequate despite any changes of technology or vulnerabilities.

Service Continuity Strategy

1. Service continuity management is an on-going process of risk assessment and management with the purpose of ensuring that the BDAU SE can continue if risks materialise. These risks could be from the external environment, such as power failures or from within the organisation, such as deliberate or accidental damage to systems.
2. Service continuity is not just concerned with disaster recovery; it addresses anything that could affect the continuity of service over the long term.
3. Service continuity shall form an integral part of the BDAU SE ISMS and is subject to regular reviews.
4. Service continuity shall be managed in accordance with the BDAU SE Risk Register.
5. Ultimate responsibility for the information and its security rests with the ISMF who has delegated responsibility for the development, definition and management of the ISMS to the ISM. The ISM or his/her deputy chairs the ISMF.
6. The ISMF owns all documentation relating to the development, definition, and management of the ISMS.
7. Day to day management of the ISMS is vested in the ISM. The ISM ensures that all aspects of the policies are in place and that the security controls are being managed and used correctly. The ISM is the focal point for security and the ISM will seek to continuously improve security. The ISM will recommend to the ISMF security improvement plans as required.
8. The Information Security Audit (ISA) function will be provided by external auditors who will report findings to the ISMF to ensure compliance.

Responsibilities

All BDAU Staff

1. All BDAU staff are required to read and familiarize themselves with the content of the BDAU SE policies and procedures
2. All BDAU staff are required to complete training assigned to users (security awareness/regulatory training)

Senior Management

1. The Director of the BDAU and senior management of the BDAU and its parent organisation are responsible for maintaining a suitable level of security within the BDAU SE to meet our legal, contractual and regulatory responsibilities. They will select an ISM.

ISMF

1. Within the BDAU SE the ISMS will be owned and operated by the ISMF which will consist of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Security Manager (ISM)</td>
<td>Primary security lead for the BDAU SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Manager (QM)</td>
<td>Ensure quality of process, procedure and documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Officer (DO)</td>
<td>Representative of data vendor requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR Representative</td>
<td>Ensures that HR MoU meets BDAU SE requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT Representative</td>
<td>Ensures that ICT MoU meets BDAU SE requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Representative</td>
<td>Ensures that BDAU SE meets user requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. The ISMF will have the following responsibilities:
   1. To be responsible for information security within the BDAU SE.
   2. To meet at least annually to monitor the security of the BDAU SE.
   3. To own the BDAU SE ISMS manual and the service continuity planning.
   4. To ensure that information security is covered to an appropriate level in all BDAU SE documentation and MoUs.
   5. To ensure that audits are done in accordance with the BDAU SE and that any action points raised are acted upon.
   6. To oversee and provide management guidance of security incidents.
3. The ISMF will:
   1. Nominate an ISM.
   2. Approve security policies and procedures (as necessary) within the ISM.
   3. Define specific roles and responsibilities for information security within the BDAU SE.
   4. Approve information security plans and monitor their implementation.
   5. Promote information security awareness and training within the BDAU SE.

External Service Providers
1. The BDAU holds MoUs with external service providers including Imperial College services such as HR and ICT. A full list of MoUs is maintained at BDAU SE MoU Documents.

ISM

1. The ISM will report to the ISMF. The ISM is responsible for day to day management of security within BDAU SE and for the defining, auditing and ensuring responsibility of the ISP.
2. Key responsibilities of the ISM are as follows:
   1. To monitor and report on exposure to threats to the information assets within the BDAU SE.
   2. To agree the security requirements for any system, connection to any system or any connection from any system within the BDAU SE and to audit their implementation and use.
   3. To ensure that all systems within the BDAU SE are assessed and reviewed for service risks in a manner complying with the ISMF approved risk assessment and risk management approach.
   4. Ensure the implementation of security on all BDAU SE systems is reviewed as required.
   5. To ensure all line managers, systems administrators and other staff, suppliers, contractors and other users of the BDAU SE are aware of their information security responsibilities and how to adhere to them.
   6. To provide a focus for best practice and to ensure in house security knowledge and experience are maximised within the BDAU, its staff, its clients and its partners in regards to the BDAU SE.
   7. To review the ISMS manual on an annual basis.
   8. To identify, manage, review and monitor any security incidents for the BDAU SE and to report to the ISMF any such information security breaches.
   9. To ensure compliance with external training requirements and updates to external contracts and regulations.

Information Asset Owners

1. Information Asset Owners (IAOs) are responsible, under the direction and guidance of the ISM, for implementing the ISP for their assets, and for adherence to the ISP by asset users. Within each section each IAO will be responsible for:
   1. Ownership of systems and information identified as being owned by them within the risk assessment under Information Asset Ownership (IAO). See the ISM for details of ownership. This entails ensuring that:
      1. Information owned by the IAO is held in a manner which provides a suitable level of risk management. The risk score will be gauged against the labels identified within the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP.
      2. Information owned by the IAO is held in a manner which provides a suitable level of integrity. The integrity of the information will be met by ensuring that the human and electronic processes are provided to reduce the risk to damage its integrity.
      3. Information owned by the IAO is held in a manner which provides a suitable level of availability. The availability of information services will be described by the BDAU SE Business Continuity Policy.
   2. Authorisation of their staff for levels of access to the systems and revocation of those rights when they no longer require the BDAU SE (leavers, movers).
   3. Ensure that staff and contractors:
      1. Only have physical access to the areas that they need.
      2. Only have access to the systems that they need.
      3. Have confidentiality agreements in place where appropriate.
   4. Ensure that user IDs and passwords are assigned individually so that users may be held accountable for their actions where appropriate.
   5. Ensure that access rights are revoked when an employee leaves.

System Administrators

1. System administrators are responsible for ensuring that the systems within the BDAU SE:
   1. Maintain the security controls required for ISO 27001.
   2. Comply with the auditing policy.
   3. Are configured securely depending on the systems, known vulnerabilities and patches and accepted risks.
   4. Inform the ISM of anything that does not comply with BDAU SE requirements.

Development and Project Staff

1. Development and project staff are responsible for ensuring that all development and changes within the BDAU SE adhere to BDAU SE policies, procedures and MoUs.

All Users

1. Users of the BDAU SE systems include permanent and temporary employees, contractors, consultants, agency staff, client staff and partners who use the BDAU SE for any reason.
2. All users of the BDAU SE will be informed of their responsibilities by:
   1. Receiving and signing of the BDAU SE User Registration Form which will list their responsibilities.
   2. Receiving and signing of the BDAU SE Dataset Registration Form where applicable.
   3. BDAU SE security awareness training and certification (users).
3. All staff who service the BDAU SE will be informed of their responsibilities by:
   1. BDAU SE security awareness training and certification (staff).
4. All users and staff of the BDAU SE will be required to report all suspected or actual information security breaches to the ISM or appropriate person as soon as they become aware of them.
Management Review and Audit

Responsibilities for Audit

1. Responsibilities for management review of the suitability and effectiveness of the ISMS lies with the ISMF and will take place throughout the year.
2. The management review meeting will take place once a year.
3. Registration and evaluation documents will require 2 signatures from BDAU members and MoUs must be duly authorised by the ISM and an equivalent party for the service provider.
4. Internal audits where possible cannot be carried out by those auditing their own process and procedures.
5. External audits will require 2 signatures from BDAU members.
6. All changes to BDAU SE documentation cannot be self-authorised for publication by the drafter of the documentation.

Measuring the Effectiveness of the ISMS

1. On-going measurement of the effectiveness of the ISMS shall be achieved through the approach identified within the BDAU SE Document Control SOP.

Document and Change Control

1. All documentation relating to the ISMS for the BDAU SE shall be controlled as detailed in the BDAU SE Document Control SOP.
2. The distribution of standard documents shall be controlled and recorded using Imperial College Wiki (wiki.imperial.ac.uk) which allows for current issue status and amendment history. The distribution lists will be reviewed and updated as changes occur.
3. All changes to documents are to be reviewed and approved by the QM before issuing, and where appropriate, the nature of the change will be added on the document. Master copies of the revised documents are to be retained as records of the changes and renewed as necessary to ensure clarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Linked BDAU SE MoU Documents as list of all MoU documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Document Control SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Added Interested Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Move scope applying to 3rd parties under Personnel to Interested Parties (previous 2b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added new 2b for Personnel for users temporarily assigned privileged access in the BDAU SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change table only tracks last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changed section for BDAU to undergo staff induction to staff training (as staff induction sop is not complete yet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Updated links to documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed Confidential Waste MoU as there isn’t one, one might need to be created, to confirm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated DPA to 2018 from 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added GDPR to legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated BDAU staff responsibilities as there is no BDAU staff specific training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrected ISMF meetings from bi-annually to annually, last held May 2018, next due May 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated line managers to Information Asset Owners (IAOs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document represents a memorandum of understanding for services provided

to: Imperial College Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU)

by: Imperial College London Human Resources (HR)

in regards to the scope

of: the BDAU Secure Environment (SE)

- Background Checks
- Employee Security Responsibilities
- Investigations
- Disciplinary Action
- Non-disclosure and Confidentiality

Memorandum of understanding:

This document represents an acknowledgement by HR to provide services as described below for the BDAU. An attached copy of the live document will contain signatures of representatives of both parties. This document is part of the BDAU SE ISO 27001 certification. HR agrees to provide the services to BDAU within the scope of the BDAU SE requirements as described for each section below.

Background Checks

HR hereby declares that it does perform background checks on employees as required within the employment of Imperial College London. HR will also perform disclosure and barring service (DBS) checks where appropriate. HR will provide to the Director of the BDAU as requested, the date and status of employees in regards to passing or failing such background and DBS checks.

HR Representative Initials __________

Employee Security Responsibilities

HR requires that employees that work for or provide services to Imperial College as well as registered users of the BDAU SE abide by the following Imperial College requirements:

System Security Policy as described in [http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/self-service/be-secure/](http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/self-service/be-secure/)

Data Protection Policy as described in http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/legal-services-office/data-protection/our-policy/

Additionally HR acknowledges that BDAU security policies for staff as described in BDAU SE ISO 27001 policy and procedures shall also apply to employees of the BDAU within the BDAU SE.

HR Representative Initials __________

Investigations

HR acknowledges that failure of employees of the BDAU and/or registered users of the BDAU SE to comply with the policies in the previous section and BDAU SE ISO 27001 policies and procedures shall constitute a possible breach of agreement and will investigate if requested by the Director of the BDAU. Requests for investigations should be accompanied by a valid BDAU SE CAPA Form completed as per the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP.

HR Representative Initials __________

Disciplinary Action

Imperial College requires that all management and staff adhere to Imperial Expectations as described in http://www.imperial.ac.uk/human-resources/working-at-imperial/imperial-expectations/. HR acknowledges that actions which are deemed to require disciplinary action will be investigated according to the Imperial College disciplinary process as described in http://www.imperial.ac.uk/human-resources/procedures/guidance/disciplinary/. HR accepts responsibility as required to invoke investigation as requested for employees of the BDAU and registered users of the BDAU SE at the request of the Directory of the BDAU SE. Requests for disciplinary action should be accompanied by a valid BDAU SE CAPA Form completed as per the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP.

HR Representative Initials __________

Non-disclosure and Confidentiality

HR acknowledges that all employees of the BDAU and registered users of the BDAU SE will apply by the following Imperial College requirements:


HR also acknowledges that all employees of the BDAU and registered users of the BDAU SE will also abide by any non-disclosure agreements and/or confidentiality agreements until stated termination dates of agreements regardless of current employment, contract or student status unless otherwise explicitly stated in the relevant agreements.

HR Representative Initials __________

This agreement is duly noted by both parties as represented by the signatures below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Symons</td>
<td>Director of the BDAU</td>
<td>22 Jan 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Fixed published document number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swapped review cycle and last active version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Removed contractor specific criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sent to HR in word format for signing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document represents a memorandum of understanding for services provided

to: Imperial College Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU)

by: Imperial College Information Communications and Technology (ICT)

in regards to the scope

of: the BDAU Secure Environment (SE)

- Network Security
- Secure Areas
- Environmental Security
- Backups and Tape Archives
- Hardware and Information Disposal
- Workstation Provisions
- Logs and Records
- ISMF Representation

Memorandum of understanding:

This document represents an acknowledgement by ICT to provide services as described below for the BDAU. An attached copy of the live document will contain signatures of representatives of both parties. This document is part of the BDAU SE ISO 27001 certification. ICT agrees to provide the services to BDAU within the scope of the BDAU SE requirements as described for each section below. Note that all references to hardware are physical, BDAU SE ISO 27001 will not apply to virtual machines as provided by ICT and these will not be part of the BDAU SE.

Network Security

The ICT manages all networks on which BDAU SE infrastructure and BDAU SE staff workstations operate. Although the BDAU SE assets are required to be encrypted and transferred securely where required as per the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy, the ICT will take the necessary steps to protect against abuse and intrusion of ICT owned networks and infrastructure. For more information see https://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/ict/self-service/connect-communicate/wifi-and-networks/network-infrastructure/.
• The ICT is responsible for security of the Imperial College Secure Gateway, only users registered as per the BDAU SE User Registration SOP and allowed access as per the BDAU SE Access Control Policy will be able to access the BDAU SE via the Imperial College Secure Gateway.
• The ICT is responsible for ensuring that ICT owned networks, network devices and any other network requirements are secure from unauthorised access.
• The BDAU SE staff are responsible for local firewall management on BDAU SE servers.

ICT Representative Initials __________

Secure Areas

The ICT is responsible for ensuring that secure areas related to BDAU SE datacentre requirements is protected against unauthorised access. This includes secure loading areas for IT equipment, transfer of backup tapes to archive, hardware maintenance and hardware maintenance. The ICT Datacentre Room Policy (available on request) applies to full and part time employees, contractors, vendors, consultants and all external visitors who require access. Access is controlled via RFID card readers for entry and all doors are fitted with sensors to detect unauthorised or prolonged door usage. Alarms will sound after 30 seconds of doors being continuously open. Visitor access must be agreed 24 hours in advance. Unannounced/unsupervised visitors will be denied access. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) monitoring and recording is in operation at all entry and exit points to secure areas and is centrally monitored by College Security. BDAU SE equipment will reside in top-level secure racks within ICT datacentres.

• The ICT is responsible for ensuring that unauthorised individuals do not have physical access to BDAU SE hardware residing in ICT operated datacentres except as required for authorised individuals to perform required maintenance.
• The ICT is responsible for providing to the BDAU SE logs of access to ICT operated datacentres where BDAU SE equipment resides if required for a BDAU SE investigation of access.

ICT Representative Initials __________

Environmental Security

The ICT will ensure that all necessary environmental security related to BDAU SE datacentre requirements is in place and operational. This includes regulation of power, air conditioning, generators, IT/communication cables, power outlets, fire alarms, security alarms and fire prevention equipment. ICT will ensure all equipment related to BDAU SE datacentre requirements is regularly tested and certified as Office Test compliant for energy and operational stability.

ICT Representative Initials __________

Backups and Tape Archives

The ICT will ensure that backups are performed as per the BDAU SE Business Continuity Management Policy. Backups are stored on two multi-drive tape libraries located within ICT operated datacentres and protected as per the Secure Areas section of this MoU. Backups are taken from the BDAU SE over secure transfer as per the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy. Backup tapes are not transferred outside of ICT operated datacentres and thus are protected as per the Secure Areas section of this MoU. Tapes are disposed of as per the Hardware and Information Disposal section of this MoU. Default retention for ICT backups is 3 months. Requests for restore are raised via the ICT ServiceNow portal.

• The ICT is responsible for full weekly backups with daily incremental backups.

ICT Representative Initials __________

Hardware and Information Disposal

ICT will ensure that disposal of redundant IT equipment is managed by the College Facilities Management department. Data destruction will be compliant with CESG standards. This includes BDAU SE staff workstations and BDAU SE infrastructure.

ICT Representative Initials __________

Workstation Provisions

ICT will provide ICT standard college workstations to BDAU SE staff for the purposes of management of the BDAU SE. These workstations will be provided with secure operating system configurations and all relevant anti-virus and operating system update software requirements.
Logs and Records

ICT will provide the BDAU SE with logs and configuration records as required for the following key systems for the BDAU SE:

- Imperial College Secure Gateway (https://secureaccess.imperial.ac.uk)
- Imperial College Wiki (https://wiki.imperial.ac.uk)
- Imperial College LDAP (logs for editing of all DL-CHP-BDAU* records)

ISMF Representation

The ICT will nominate an ICT representative to attend BDAU SE information security management forums as required (not usually more than twice a year). This representative will be responsible for reporting on issues which have or could have potential impact on the BDAU SE. This includes up-coming maintenance of ICT systems which would cause outage for the BDAU SE and security issues which have been reported to ICT which compromise the physical or electronic security of ICT systems related to the BDAU SE.

This agreement is duly noted by both parties as represented by the signatures below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Symons</td>
<td>Director of the BDAU</td>
<td>22 Jan 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Added fixes as discussed with Richard Favell, Claire Brewer and Steven Lawlor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7       | Reviewed: no major changes  
           | Added: last modified  
           | Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
           | Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 8       | Comment fix and old comment delete |
| 9       | Comment fix |
| 10      | Amend ICT MoU to remove local backup requirement as per audit of Mar 2018 |
This document represents a memorandum of understanding for services provided
to: Imperial College Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU)
by: ARC QMS LTD
in regards to the scope
of: the BDAU Secure Environment (SE)

- Internal Audit
- Internal Audit Report
- Non-disclosure and Confidentiality

Memorandum of understanding:

This document represents an acknowledgement by ARC QMS LTD to provide services as described below for the BDAU. An attached copy of the live document will contain signatures of representatives of both parties. This document is part of the BDAU SE ISO 27001 certification. ARC QMS LTD agrees to provide the services to BDAU within the scope of the BDAU SE requirements as described for each section below.

Internal Audit

ARC QMS LTD will perform internal audits on behalf of the BDAU SE staff in regards to the BDAU SE. These audits will cover specific agenda items to be drafted in advance of internal audits but will cover the following high-level items:

- Conformity with ISO standards
- Accuracy of policy and procedures
- Compliance and effectiveness of systems
- Health and safety requirements
- Regulatory and legislative requirements

ARCQMS Representative Initials __________

Internal Audit Report

At the end of each internal audit, ARC QMS LTD will provide a report the BDAU SE ISM containing the outcome of the internal audit with findings and recommendations for corrective actions.

ARCQMS Representative Initials __________

Non-disclosure and Confidentiality

ARC QMS LTD acknowledges that audit reports are sensitive in nature and will not disclose the agenda or outcomes of internal audits to parties other than the BDAU, it's parent organisation and ARC QMS LTD staff on a need to know basis without the express permission of the Director of the BDAU.

ARCQMS Representative Initials __________

This agreement is duly noted by both parties as represented by the signatures below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printed Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Symons</td>
<td>Director of the BDAU</td>
<td>1 May 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Lash-Hartnoll</td>
<td>ARC QMS LTD</td>
<td>1 May 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Version 4

Change Added published document number
BDAU SE Procedure Documents

This directory contains all BDAU SE standard operating procedure documentation as per below:

- BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP
- BDAU SE Backup SOP
- BDAU SE Best Practices SOP
- BDAU SE Change Management SOP
- BDAU SE Communications SOP
- BDAU SE Conflict Of Interest SOP
- BDAU SE Data Provisioning SOP
- BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP
- BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP
- BDAU SE Document Control SOP
- BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP
- BDAU SE Information Classification SOP
- BDAU SE Infrastructure Development SOP
- BDAU SE Internal Audit SOP
- BDAU SE Non-conformance SOP
- BDAU SE Onboarding SOP
- BDAU SE Password Change SOP
- BDAU SE Privileged Access SOP
- BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP
- BDAU SE Staff Working Areas SOP
- BDAU SE System Monitoring SOP
- BDAU SE User Addition SOP
- BDAU SE User Registration SOP
- BDAU SE User Removal SOP
- BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP
- BDAU SE XRDOP Server Access SOP

BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75442449</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75442446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Cycle (months)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Type</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Modified Date</td>
<td>Feb 01, 2019 08:44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document describes how to update and record assets in the BDAU SE Asset Registry stored under DS001.
**Procedure**

**Staff Procedure**

Staff are required to update the BDAU SE Asset Registry in "data/master/DS001/extract/registries/Asset Reg.ods" as per the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy. Currently we only update the Information & Data sheet of the BDAU SE Asset Registry.

**User Registry**

Users are tracked by username using the BDAU SE User Registration SOP.

**Information and Data Registry**

Information and data assets are tracked within the BDAU SE Asset Registry using the Information & Data sheet. The fields are:

- **Asset Type** - One of the valid asset types covered by the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy scope. Currently we record Data, Vendor and Hardware asset types.
- **Asset Local ID** - The local identifier for the BDAU SE for the asset. Valid identifier formats are listed for asset types below:
  - Data Asset Type - DSXXX where XXX is an unique ID as defined in the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP.
  - Vendor Asset Type - VXXXX where XXX is an unique ID as defined in the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP.
  - Hardware Asset Type - HWXXX where XXX is an unique ID (taken sequentially for new assets)
- **Asset Owner** - The IAO for the asset (see BDAU SE Asset Management Policy, in most cases this is bdau@imperial.ac.uk for non dataset assets, but could also include specific project or department leads)
- **Asset Users** - The active users of this asset. Typical identifier examples are listed for asset types below:
  - Data Asset Type - dl-chp-bdau-dsXXX@imperial.ac.uk where XXX is an unique ID as defined in the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP. The users for data assets are held in these distribution lists so this doubles as both a way to contact active users, ensure they still require access as well control the access itself.
  - Vendor Asset Type - typically always bdau@imperial.ac.uk as this is a metadata asset used by the BDAU SE staff to track datasets tied to a vendor as per the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP while the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP tracks the primary contact and users at the dataset level.
  - Hardware Asset Type - typically always bdau@imperial.ac.uk for any workstations and servers
- **Asset Vendor** - The vendor that provides the asset. Typical identifier examples are listed for asset types below:
  - Data Asset Type - VXXXX where XXX is an unique ID as defined in the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP and assigned to the dataset during the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP.
  - Vendor Asset Type - typically always bdau@imperial.ac.uk as this is a metadata asset used by the BDAU SE staff to track datasets tied to a vendor as per the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP
  - Hardware Asset Type - ICT if provided by ICT
- **Asset Vendor ID** - This is the DSA, IPA, agreement ID or study protocol ID which belongs to this asset. If an agreement ID is not provided this defaults to a project summary. For hardware asset types this should be the ICT asset tag of the asset or internet protocol address.
- **Asset Description** - The description of this asset. Typical identifier examples are listed for asset types below:
  - Data Asset Type - DSXXX Project X - Project short summary, where DSXXX is the unique identifier as determined by the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP and Project X is the project number identifier for the project in the applicable DSA/IPA, unless one does not exist in which case it defaults to Project 1 for the primary project in that DSA/IPA.
  - Vendor Asset Type - Vendor evaluation followed by vendor name. For instance "Vendor evaluation NHS Digital". Note that the vendor is universal for both private and public data where the contact for the vendor is the same as determined by the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP.
  - Hardware Asset Type - The brief description of the machine and it's use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Asset Management Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fixed previous active version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Added content required for Information and Data Registry sheet (as already being collected for the previous 3 - 4 months)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7       | Reviewed: no major changes  
  Added: last modified  
  Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
  Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 8       | Added hardware asset type with required field descriptions  
  Updated asset owner definition to match with and reference IAO from asset management policy |
This document describes the procedures related to making changes within the BDAU SE which abide by the BDAU SE Change Management Policy.

- Procedure
  - User Procedure
  - Staff Procedure
  - Change Procedure Mappings

## Procedure

### User Procedure

Users of the BDAU SE are required to adhere to the BDAU SE Change Management Policy and are not allowed to make unauthorised changes to the BDAU SE on behalf of themselves or other users. This includes installation of software such as external modules for programming languages or software packages or using pre-built software or compiled software without the express permission of the BDAU SE ISM. Failure to adhere to this requirement could result in loss of access and disciplinary action if required.

### Staff Procedure

1. Classify platform of change as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP PC.
2. Classify change type as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP CTC.
3. Classify continuity requirements of affected assets as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP BCC.
4. Follow change procedure as per the chart at the bottom of this page:
   - C-Dev - This change affects assets which are easily restored or not needed in the first place, follow steps as per below:
     1. Notify ISM and obtain approval (email confirmation required).
     2. Make change and classify implementation as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP CIC.
   - C-UAT - This change affects assets which are easily restored or not needed in the first place (this will be modified in future versions TODO), follow steps as per below:
     1. Notify ISM and obtain approval (email confirmation required).
     2. Make change and classify implementation as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP CIC.
   - C-Prod-BNR - This change affects assets which are easily restored or not needed in the first place (this will be modified in future versions TODO), follow steps as per below:
     1. Notify ISM and obtain approval (email confirmation required).
     2. Make change and classify implementation as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP CIC.
   - C-Prod-BP-PC - This change affects assets which are business preferred or business critical or cannot be easily restored (this will be modified in future versions TODO), follow steps as per below:
     1. Notify ISM and obtain approval (email confirmation required).
     2. Notify all users via email of affected asset(s) either by individual asset contact as per the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP or the entire BDAU SE user list (DL-CHP-BDAU-SG) with no less than 2 weeks notice (unless emergency change, then post-notification is okay but only with ISM approval).
     3. Make change and classify implementation as per the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP CIC.

## Change Procedure Mappings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>CTC</th>
<th>BCC</th>
<th>Procedures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>C-Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAT</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>C-UAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Business Non-required</td>
<td>C-Prod-BNR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes the process for communication in relation to the BDAU SE. BDAU SE users are not authorised to communicate on behalf of the BDAU.

- **Procedure**
  - **User Procedure**
  - **Staff Procedure**

## User Procedure

Users of the BDAU SE should contact bdau@imperial.ac.uk for all items which constitute communication in relation to the BDAU SE including but not limited to grant applications, ethics approval, data sharing agreements or any other form of internal and external communication. If the communication is in regards to the BDAU staff it should be communicated to BDAU Director (currently Symons, Joshua D), if the communication is in regards to the BDAU staff including the Director of the BDAU it should be escalated to the Director of Operations for the Centre for Health Policy (currently Fontana, Gianluca).

## Staff Procedure

All communications on behalf of the BDAU or in regards to the BDAU SE should be approved by the Director of the BDAU (currently Symons, Joshua D). No person may speak on behalf of the BDAU or in regard to the BDAU SE without the explicit permission of the Director of the BDAU (currently Symons, Joshua D). Once approved all external communication should be done through the Institute for Global Health Innovation by emailing ighi@imperial.ac.uk.

For cascading issues to BDAU SE Staff use the email address bdau@imperial.ac.uk. See the BDAU SE Staff Working Areas SOP for staff relocation instructions if necessary.
# BDAU SE Conflict Of Interest SOP
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This document describes the procedures for avoiding conflicts of interest for BDAU SE staff, its clients and its partners.

- Procedure
  - User Procedure
  - Admin Procedure

## Procedure

### User Procedure

Users of the BDAU SE must ensure that they do not hold conflicts of interest which might inhibit their ability to lawfully make use of the BDAU SE. This could include conflicts of security such as being privileged users of ICT or conflicts of responsibility such as being information governance leads for BDAU SE vendors. If such cases arise users should seek an exception from the BDAU SE as per the BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP.

## Admin Procedure

BDAU SE staff are required to adhere as much as possible to the avoidance of conflicts of interest. To help ensure this happens the following guidelines are applicable:

- When signing any document on behalf of the BDAU SE, those documents must also be signed by another member of the BDAU (in addition to the user signature if required), some examples are:
  - BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP
  - BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP
  - BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP
  - BDAU SE User Registration SOP
- Internal audits where possible can not be carried out by those auditing their own process and procedure
- All changes to BDAU SE documentation should be authorised by both the drafter and another BDAU member, a BDAU drafter should not self-approve documentation changes (exceptions are made for initial documentation requirements)
- Background checks will be performed on BDAU staff members (referenced in HR MoU)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Document creation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes how to complete the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation process for new or existing datasets. This is required in order to register users for datasets using the BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP.

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

1. If you wish to use a new/existing dataset within the BDAU SE environment, you need to work with the BDAU to complete the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation Form.docx.

**Staff Procedure**

1. Fill out the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation Form.docx
   1. **Dataset ID:** Next sequential dataset ID (contact bdau@imperial.ac.uk to get this from Asset Registry)
   2. **Asset Owner:** IAO as per BDAU SE Asset Management Policy
   3. **AO Training Required:** Is asset owner training required for this dataset, table below outlines known asset owner training based on data source (to be implemented by Q4 2019)
      1. CPRD - [CPRD E-learning](#)
      2. Any other NHS data source (including NHS Trust, GP or HES data) - [IGT SIRO and IAO training](#)
   4. **Asset Users:** Contact email for users of the asset (i.e. dl-chp-bdau-ds002@imperial.ac.uk)
   5. **BDAU Vendor ID:** ID of vendor as specified in the appropriate vendor evaluation form (ask bdau@imperial.ac.uk if not clear, primary are V001 for HES and V002 for CPRD)
   6. **Asset Description:** Description of asset including purposes for processing, try to be concise but clear as this will be used to determine further access for other users
   7. **Vendor Contract ID:** Contract code between College and data provider, a copy of this contract should be accessible by BDAU
   8. **Vendor Contract Expiry:** Date the contract above expires
   9. **Vendor Agreement ID:** In some cases, notably HES data agreements, data sharing agreements may differ from contracts, in the case where a separate agreement is present it should be listed here and a copy should be accessible by BDAU
   10. **Vendor Agreement Expiry:** Date the agreement above expires
   11. **Vendor Data Deletion Date:** This is the date original data must be deleted by if applicable, if in doubt set to expiry date of contract or agreement, whichever comes first
12. **Sublicense ID (if required):** This is currently only required by CPRD for honorary contracts, to be completed in dataset evaluation refresh by Q4, 2019

13. **Legal Basis:** The legal basis for both the collection and processing of data, primary examples are:
   1. Section 251 - exception granted to hold identifiable data without patient consent
   2. Section 261/Article 9 (2) (i) - exception granted to hold pseudonymised data without patient consent
   3. GDPR Article 6 (1) (a) - consent granted to process, collect or hold data (must have public information location as per next item)

14. **Public Information Location:** Location of privacy policy for processing of the data

15. **Breach Notification Policy:** Explained in document, note that ISO 27001 must always be set to 1 if data is inside BDAU SE

16. **Project Lead:** Primary contact for data instead of AO, this can be a non-substantial employee of the college, but all governance requirements and access to data requests must be approved by AO, this will be replaced by IAA as per BDAU SE Asset Management Policy in dataset evaluation refresh by Q4, 2019

17. **Availability Class:** as per the [BDAU SE Information Classification SOP](#)

18. **Information Class:** as per the [BDAU SE Information Classification SOP](#)

19. **Data Re-identification:** This must be completed if not anonymised data, consider all the risks to re-identification and if risk is applicable set to 1

20. **DPIA Required:** If availability class * information class * data re-identification is greater than 0, a [College DPIA](#) must be completed with help from bdau@imperial.ac.uk

21. **BDAU Reviewer:** BDAU staff member performing review

22. **Transfer Method:** One of - https, sftp, etc... (must be a secure encrypted transfer type, i.e. not via email or unencrypted download)

23. **Transfer Username:** Username used to transfer data

24. **Valid From:** Date from which the data is valid

25. **Last Reviewed:** Date of review currently in progress

26. **User Restricted:** Is this dataset restricted to only particular users

27. **Retention Period:** How many years does this dataset need to be retained

28. **Archived:** Is this dataset still active, YES if it's non-active, i.e. it is archived

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 7       | Changed to track only the last 5 changes  
          | Linked in BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation Form  
          | Linked in BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme |
| 8       | Reviewed: no major changes  
          | Added: last modified  
          | Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
          | Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 9       | Updated to reflect requirements for BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation Form.docx ahead of GDPR |
| 10      | Fixed Record Naming Schema link as per Olney, Jack J |
| 11      | Added: Sublicense ID |
| 12      | Modified to get next asset ID from bdau@imperial.ac.uk  
          | Pointed asset owner at asset management policy  
          | Clarified sublicense ID requirement  
          | Clarified legal basis  
          | Clarified public information location  
          | Specified that project lead will be moving to IAA as per asset management policy  
          | Changed BDAU SE Line Manager to ISM signature as LM was ambiguous |

---

**BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP**
This document describes how to complete the BDAU SE dataset registration process. This is required in order to be granted access to data within the BDAU Secure Environment. Note that the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP is required prior to the BDAU SE dataset registration process.

- Procedure
  - User Procedure
  - Staff Procedure

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

1. The first step is to register for data using the BDAU SE Dataset Registration Form.docx. This form covers the agreement between yourself and the BDAU in regards to appropriate use of data within the BDAU SE, the BDAU will fill out the BDAU Dataset ID once the request is submitted.
2. Once this form has been completed, it can be scanned and sent to bdau@imperial.ac.uk for processing. Please note:
   1. This form is only valid for 1 year or until your BDAU SE User Registration form expires, whichever comes sooner.
   2. Your access will be removed within 1 month of expiry or at the end of your BDAU SE User Registration.
   3. By signing the agreement the BDAU SE user understands that he/she will held liable for not following the agreement.
3. Once your access has been completed you can access the dataset within the BDAU SE within 1 hour of access confirmation by following the BDAU SE data access guide, training required in BDAU SE User Registration SOP must be completed prior to information asset access.

**Staff Procedure**

1. On receipt of the BDAU SE Dataset Registration Form.docx the BDAU SE admin is responsible for completing access by following the BDAU SE Data Provisioning SOP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Updated published link to BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added published document number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Added previous active version number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linked in the BDAU SE Dataset Registration Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linked in the BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Deleted user procedure 2c as per audit findings Oct 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Modified 2b to be manual, not automatic and 1 month instead of 2 months grace period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarified training requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes when and how to obtain or grant an exception for the BDAU SE. Exceptions are granted at the sole discretion of the BDAU SE when the BDAU SE capacity cannot meet user or dataset requirements.

- **Procedure**
  - **User Procedure**
  - **Staff Procedure**

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

Users who are directed to the BDAU for services provided within the BDAU SE are expected to make all reasonable attempts to work with the BDAU SE to ensure that they can make use of the BDAU SE services for as much of their data requirements as possible. In limited circumstances it is understood that the BDAU SE may not be able to provide services as required by the users. In this case an exception will be provided for the user as per the Staff Procedure section below. Users will be expected to abide by any terms and conditions of the exception which is granted especially in regard to dataset exceptions where the BDAU SE staff are assisting with best practice outside of the BDAU SE. Users cannot grant their own BDAU SE exception. All exceptions are granted for 1 year unless the user is unlikely to be working on data within Imperial College or within the BDAU SE (determined at the sole discretion of the BDAU SE ISM) in which case a 5 year exception or indefinite exception can be granted. The user should always seek to return into the BDAU SE if possible and make every reasonable attempt to work with the BDAU SE to do so.

**Staff Procedure**

1. Staff must first determine if an exception is actually required, this must involve the ISM. Exceptions are usually granted if:
   1. The user requires software which is NOT provided by the BDAU SE and CANNOT be installed and provided securely without significant investment of time and resources.
      1. Example - user is using macintosh only software.
      2. Example - user is using software licensed for a single user (BDAU prefers concurrent licenses).
   2. The user does not hold or analyse ANY data within Imperial College London.
2. Staff must then classify the exception type:
   1. Step 1a - This is a Dataset Exception unless this is the only dataset which the user would use within BDAU SE jurisdiction, in which case an User Exception would be granted.
   2. Step 1b - This is an User Exception.
3. Staff must determine the length of exception required to be recommended to the BDAU SE ISM. The default is 1 year unless the exception is unlikely to be lifted or the user is not going to be within the jurisdiction of the BDAU SE, in which case a 5 year or indefinite exception can be recommended.
4. Staff must fill in the BDAU SE Dataset Exception Form or BDAU SE User Exception Form as required and pass it to the BDAU SE ISM for approval. The user must also sign this form.
5. BDAU SE Dataset Exceptions must also be filed as per the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Added criteria for filing exceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fixed last active version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Updated last active version</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document is the BDAU SE Information Classification SOP. It describes the Big Data and Analytical Unit (BDAU) procedure for classification, labelling and handling of information assets within the BDAU Secure Environment (SE).

### Procedure

#### User Procedure

#### Staff Responsibilities

All users of the BDAU SE must abide by information classification requirements. Where information is not yet labeled users should raise this to BDAU SE staff to be labeled. Only information which anonymised in line with ICO guidance is allowed to leave the BDAU SE without an exception.

### Staff Procedure

#### Staff Responsibilities

All BDAU SE staff are responsible for ensuring that information is accurately labelled and handled correctly as per the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy.

### Classification
The classification of information within the BDAU SE is based on perceived sensitivity of the information and an estimate of the potential risk in the event of its disclosure. The BDAU SE staff will classify information in 2 parts:

**Availability Class**

The legal availability of the information.

- Public - Information which is publicly available for access.
- Private - Information which is not publicly available for access.

**Information Class**

The sensitivity of the information.

- Publishable - Information which is for publication and contains only information which can be made public with the publisher's discretion:
  - Research output which does not contain information which cannot be made public.
  - Documentation which does not contain information which cannot be made public.
- Anonymised - Information is completely anonymised and contains no identifying data. Note that datasets which contain free-text elements are automatically classed as risk score of medium or higher depending on content unless it is labelled as publishable.
- Pseudonymised - Information which contains data which can be used to re-identify individuals.
- Identifying - Information which can be used directly to identify individuals, this is forbidden in the BDAU.

**Risk of Re-identification**

The availability class and information class are used along with a re-identification risk assessment to determine if a College Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) is required. See the BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP for more information on how to label information assets.

**Labelling**

BDAU SE documentation published on the Imperial Wiki is considered public and publishable data and should not contain any sensitive data such as password or other information which could not be made public. BDAU SE logs, records, scanned contracts and other information (in DS001) is considered private and publishable with discretion of the BDAU SE ISM. Labelling of information is done in evaluation procedures (see BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP). All information should have a label and BDAU SE staff are responsible for ensuring that this happens.

**Handling**

BDAU SE staff must ensure that all data is handled and disposed of as per the BDAU SE Asset Management Policy, BDAU SE Data Provisioning SOP and BDAU SE ICT MoU (disposal). All information not classified as publishable should be encrypted in transit.

**Business Continuity Classification - BCC**

BDAU SE staff must ensure all information asset have a business continuity classification as defined in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCC</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Critical</td>
<td>Information assets which are critical to the functionality and on-going service of the BDAU SE, its staff and users. All information assets listed as business critical should have an associated failover and be tested for BCM testing.</td>
<td>Currently all assets are considered critical until Dev/UAT are ready.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Preferred</td>
<td>Information assets which are preferred for business continuity but non-critical. Information assets which are deemed business preferred should have a failover associated for production environments but do not have to pass BCM testing.</td>
<td>Not in use as per above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Non-required</td>
<td>Information assets which are not required to continue business and do not require a failover resource. This would include development and UAT environments.</td>
<td>Not in use as per above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Change Type Classification - CTC**

BDAU SE staff must ensure all information asset changes are labelled with an appropriate change type classification as defined in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CTC</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Change</td>
<td>A relatively low-risk change with well-understood outcomes that is made without impact to users of the BDAU SE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Significant Change

A change that is one that has medium to high risk for critical services, involves less understood risks, has less predictable outcomes, and/or is a change that is not regularly made during the course of business.

Emergency Change

A change which is executed under circumstances of urgency, such as removal or moving of files to clear disk space.

### Platform Classification - PC

BDAU SE staff must ensure all platform assets are labelled with an appropriate environment classification as defined in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PC</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>The development platform is a business non-required environment and should only ever require standard changes as the platform should be re-creatable relatively easily and/or has low impact for users of the BDAU SE.</td>
<td>Not in use as per below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Acceptance Testing (UAT)</td>
<td>The UAT platform is a business preferred platform in that it provides a continuous improvement. However, outages on the UAT platform should not have lasting impact to users and ultimately the platform can be recreated.</td>
<td>Not in use as per below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>The production platform is a business critical platform and all CTCs must be fully applied as defined.</td>
<td>Currently all assets are considered production until Dev/UAT are ready.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Change Implementation Classification - CIC

BDAU SE staff must ensure all changes are labelled with an appropriate change implementation classification after implementation as defined in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIC</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>Changes to the environment went as planned and there were no negative effects on any systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implemented With Issues (IWI)</td>
<td>Changes to environment went as planned but there were some negative effects on some systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful</td>
<td>Unsuccessful changes are changes which failed to deliver the benefits of the change. Unsuccessful changes should not be implemented in upstream systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Version

- **10**
  - Relinked BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP
  - Relinked BDAU SE Data Provisioning SOP
  - Relinked BDAU SE ICT MoU

- **11**
  - Fixed previous active version

- **12**
  - Reviewed: no major changes
  - Added: last modified
  - Modified: review cycle 6 to 12
  - Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes

- **13**
  - Updated data allowed to leave
  - Changed risk score matrix to reference dataset evaluation form
  - Added notes to clarify that as Dev/UAT are not in use, all assets are considered critical and not in use

- **14**
  - Changed environment classification to platform classification
This document describes how to raise a CAPA request for any non-conformance, including security incidents, for the BDAU SE.

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

Users of the BDAU SE are responsible as per the BDAU SE User Registration Form.docx to raise any non-conformances including suspected security incidents to bdau@imperial.ac.uk. Failure to do so could result in loss of access and possible disciplinary action.

**Staff Procedure**

Upon receipt of a non-conformance or security incident report from users the BDAU SE staff are responsible to assess the issue and fill in a BDAU SE CAPA Form.docx if necessary. The purpose of this form is to create an appropriate assessment of the causes of the non-conformance and to formulate a plan to re-mediate or mitigate any existing or subsequent risk. The fields are:

- **Asset Local ID(s):** a comma separated list of asset IDs as per the BDAU SE Asset Register (see BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP). This could be hardware as well as software assets. If all datasets are affected simply list the hardware asset HW001.
- **Description:** a detailed description of the non-conformance as described by the user and investigated by staff. If more room is required, create an additional word document and name it according to the BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme.rtf prepended with FD_, for instance FD_BDAUSE.NC.R001.20170407.00744268. This should be scanned along with the CAPA form when saving to BDAU SE archive.
- **Raised On (date):** raised on date of the issue, i.e. the date the user sent you and email or raised it with you directly, if not known use the current date.
- **Raised By (email):** the email of the person who raised the original issue, if it is staff raised then use bdau@imperial.ac.uk.
- **BDAU SE Reviewer:** the BDAU SE staff member reviewing the event and formulating the treatment plan.
- **BDAU SE Review Date:** the date the BDAU SE staff member filled in the CAPA form or updated the most current revision.
- **BDAU SE Corrective Plan:** the plan which will be used to correct any existing impact caused by the non-conformance. This could include removing a users or staff access, rebooting the central BDAU SE or even shutting down the BDAU SE until the issue is resolved.
- **BDAU SE Prevention Plan:** the plan which will be used to prevent any future impact caused by the non-conformance. This could include removing a users or staff access permanently, removing access to particular software or data asset or shutting down the BDAU SE until the issue is resolved.
- **BDAU SE Reviewer Signature:** the signature of the staff member who last reviewed the form.
- **BDAU SE ISM Signature:** the signature of BDAU SE information security manager

Once the form is complete the staff member should complete the following steps:

- Scan and the form using the BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme.rtf and email to bdau@imperial.ac.uk
- Save the scanned PDF to /data/master/DS001/extract/non-conformities
- Update the BDAU SE Risk Registry using the BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Corrected name of document to be DR document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Updated to correct version number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Published document number added</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes the procedures for on-boarding of BDAU SE users and BDAU SE information assets.

**Procedure**

- **User Procedure**
- **Staff Procedure**
- **BDAU SE User Registration SOP**
- **BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP**
- **BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP**
- **BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP**

**User Procedure**

Users of the BDAU SE are expected to abide by all policies and procedures as documented under BDAU SE documentation in the Wiki. Failure to do so could result in possible removal of access, possible investigation and possible disciplinary measures.

From 01 Dec 2018 onwards both staff and users are required to complete training as per **BDAU SE User Registration SOP**

**Staff Procedure**

The on-boarding process is a 4 step process and is performed in a specific order (if an exception is required see **BDAU SE Exception Registration SOP**):

1. **BDAU SE User Registration SOP**
   
   The user registration process:
   - **DOES** associate the user with the BDAU SE
   - **DOES** grant login access to the BDAU SE
   - **DOES** require the user to follow guidelines for access to the BDAU SE
   - **DOES NOT** grant access to datasets (this done under the dataset registration process)
   - **DOES NOT** give the user access to hold data outside the BDAU SE (this is done by exception only)

2. **BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP**
   
   This evaluation is done if the user requires a dataset for which a vendor evaluation form does not exist. The vendor evaluation process:
   - **DOES** hold the details of the vendor contact information
   - **IS** required for a dataset evaluation
   - **DOES NOT** grant access to datasets (this done under the dataset registration process)
   - **DOES NOT** give the user access to hold data outside the BDAU SE (this is done by exception only)

3. **BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP**
This evaluation is done if the user requires a dataset for which a dataset evaluation form does not exist. The dataset evaluation process:

- **DOES** hold the details of a dataset including the project lead, the transfer method, the information type and the archive requirements
- **IS** required for a dataset registration
- **DOES NOT** grant access to datasets (this is done under the dataset registration process)
- **DOES NOT** give the user access to hold data outside the BDAU SE (this is done by exception only)

### 4. BDAU SE Dataset Registration SOP

This registration is done if the user requires access to a dataset. The dataset registration process:

- **DOES** associate the user with a particular dataset
- **DOES** grant access to a particular dataset
- **DOES** require the project lead for the dataset is notified and approves of access
- **DOES NOT** give the user access to hold data outside the BDAU SE (this is done by exception only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Document creation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2       | Added DR document number  
          Added published document number |
| 3       | Correction for failure could result rather than failure will result  
          Added MRC training requirement |
| 4       | Reviewed: no major changes  
          Added: last modified  
          Modified: review cycle 6 to 12  
          Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes |
| 5       | Updated to reference new training from BDAU SE User Registration SOP |

### BDAU SE Risk Registry SOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75451672</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75451669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Cycle (months)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Type</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Modified Date</td>
<td>Feb 01, 2019 08:35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document describes how to update and record non-conformities inside the BDAU SE Risk Registry stored under DS001.

- **Procedure**
  - **Staff Procedure**

#### Procedure

#### Staff Procedure

Staff are required to update the BDAU SE Risk Registry in "\data\master\DS001\extract\registries\Risk reg.ods" as per the BDAU SE Corrective And Preventative Action Policy. An associated BDAU SE CAPA Form.docx should exist for each non-conformity recorded.

Fields for the BDAU SE Risk Registry are:

- **Risk Type** - The risk type classifies the impact scope of the non-conformity and possible entries are listed below:
  - **Business** - scope of impact is on-going continuity of business as usual, risk will inhibit BDAU SE to exist or provide services.
Compliance - scope of impact is lack of adherence to legal, regulatory or information asset specific requirements.
External - scope of impact is outside of direct BDAU SE control.
Financial - scope of impact is loss of revenue or fines as a result of non-conformity.

Reputational - scope of impact is negative reputation associated with non-conformity.

- Asset Local ID - Specific asset local ID as defined per BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP, if not tied to a specific asset or vendor mark as NA.
- Risk Description - Long description of non-conformity and impact on BDAU SE.
- C - Does this risk affect confidentiality of information assets (Y/N).
- I - Does this risk affect integrity of information assets (Y/N).
- A - Does this risk affect availability of information assets (Y/N).
- Risk Occurrence Score - Score as 1 - 5 for occurrence of non-conformity as per below:
  - 1 - Very unlikely to occur
  - 2 - Unlikely to occur
  - 3 - Could occur or has occurred
  - 4 - Likely to occur or likely to occur again
  - 5 - Very likely to occur or very likely to reoccur
- Risk Impact Score - Score as 1 - 5 for impact of non-conformity as per below:
  - 1 - Little to no impact
  - 2 - Minor impact (minimal or short term)
  - 3 - Moderate impact
  - 4 - Serious impact (could impact short or long-term strategy)
  - 5 - Severe impact (could require downtime of services to resolve or could halt operations completely)
- Risk Score - Risk Occurrence Score multiplied by Risk Impact Score
  - 0 - 5 - Low risk non-conformity, should be resolved if possible
  - 6 - 9 - Medium risk non-conformity, should be resolved within the next year
  - 10 + - High risk non-conformity, should be resolved within the next 3 months
- CAPA ID - Document ID for CAPA Form.
- SoA Annex - Annex control identifier from Statement of Applicability (SoA) which relates to this risk (top related item or section).
- Treatment Plan - High-level risk treatment plan intended to mitigate risk.
- Revised Occurrence Score - Score as 1 - 5 for occurrence of non-conformity after implementation of CAPA Plan, same definitions as Risk Occurrence Score.
- Revised Impact Score - Score as 1 - 5 for impact of non-conformity after implementation of CAPA Plan, same definitions as Risk Impact Score.
- Revised Risk Score - Revised Occurrence Score multiplied by Revised Impact Score, same definitions as Risk Score but reflects changes after implementation of CAPA Plan.
- Risk Owner - Email of responsible risk owner, normally bdau@imperial.ac.uk.
- Raised On - Date the non-conformity was first raised to the BDAU SE staff.
- Raised By - Email of person or group who raised the non-conformity.
- Last Reviewed On - Date the non-conformity was last reviewed by BDAU SE staff.
- Last Reviewed By - Email of person or group who last reviewed the non-conformity.
- Resolve By - Target date for resolution of the non-conformity.
- Resolved On - Date the non-conformity was actually resolved.

Note that the procedure for reporting will change once the BDAU SE has migrated to a new Quality Management System (QMS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Set last active version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Changed CAPA Plan to CAPA ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added CIA, SoA Annex, Treatment Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Changed to keep last 5 changes only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE CAPA Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BDAU SE Staff Working Areas SOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75446337</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75446334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes the user and staff procedures for operating and using BDAU SE staff working areas. BDAU SE staff working areas contain sensitive documents and therefore require strict access control procedures as per below.

- **Procedure**
  - **User Procedure**
  - **Staff Procedure**
  - **Staff Relocation Procedure**

## Procedure

### User Procedure

Items below are in no particular order and must all be fully adhered to:

- Users are NOT allowed to access BDAU SE staff working areas without the presence of BDAU SE staff.
- Users are NOT allowed to share access to users who are not authorised for access by BDAU SE staff (email confirmation proof must be provided).
- Users are ONLY allowed to use workstations provided in BDAU SE staff areas designated for users (non-privileged workstations).
- Users are NOT allowed to plug in their own devices into ethernet ports in BDAU SE areas without prior BDAU SE approval, this includes N3 connections.
- Users will NOT stay logged into BDAU SE staff working area workstations without prior approval from BDAU SE staff.
- Users will NOT leave sensitive information on their desks.
- Users will NOT leave devices unlocked when not in the presence of the device.

### Staff Procedure

Items below are in no particular order and must all be fully adhered to:

- Staff are NOT allowed to leave users unsupervised in BDAU SE staff working areas.
- Staff are NOT allowed to provide users with admin privileges for workstations in BDAU SE staff working areas.
- Staff are NOT allowed to give users access to BDAU SE staff workstations.
- Staff will NOT allow users to plug in USB devices into BDAU SE staff workstations without prior approvals.
- Staff will NOT leave sensitive information on their desks.
- Staff will NOT leave devices unlocked when not in the presence of the device.
- Staff WILL store paper copies of BDAU SE registration forms within the cabinet which is locked after use.
- Staff will NOT hand over keys to cabinets to non-BDAU SE staff.
- Staff WILL use the BDAU SE Mobile to send passwords and other information to BDAU SE users.
- Staff WILL lock away the BDAU SE Mobile when it is not in use.

### Staff Relocation Procedure

Due to unforeseen circumstances BDAU SE staff may need to relocate to another area if normal staff working areas are not available:

- This will be coordinated through communication with bdau@imperial.ac.uk copying in ighi@imperial.ac.uk
- If you arrive at work and the BDAU SE staff area is not available
  - Please email bdau@imperial.ac.uk from your mobile device that the area is not available
  - If you have no further instructions yet from the BDAU SE ISM then please return to your home if safe to do so (if it is not safe to do so seek the closest emergency personnel)
- If necessary work from home using the BDAU SE remote procedure
- If provided instructions for a new BDAU SE staff area from the BDAU SE ISM, please follow these instructions

### Version and Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Added to seek emergency personnel if unsafe to return home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This document describes how to complete the BDAU SE user registration process. This is required in order to be granted an account within the BDAU Secure Environment. **Note that this does not grant access to datasets.**

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

1. The first step is to register using the BDAU SE User Registration Form.docx. This form covers the agreement between yourself and the BDAU in regards to appropriate use and access for the BDAU Secure Environment.
2. Once this form has been completed, it can be scanned and sent to bdau@imperial.ac.uk for processing. Please note:
   1. This form is only valid for 1 year
   2. Your access will be removed automatically at the end of 1 year if you do not renew your agreement
   3. By signing the agreement the BDAU SE user understands that he/she will held liable for not following the agreement
3. From 31 Jan 2019 users will be required to complete GDPR and ISA E-learning. Users are encouraged to complete this before re-registering for 2019.
   1. The BDAU may not add your account without this training
   2. Once this training has been completed you can email the certificate to bdau@imperial.ac.uk
   3. Certificates will be checked for a passing score (70%+), but no further decisions based on score will be made
4. Once your access has been completed you can access the BDAU SE within 24 hours of access confirmation by following the BDAU SE XRDP Server Access SOP

**Staff Procedure**

1. On receipt of the BDAU SE User Registration Form.docx the BDAU SE staff is responsible for completing the user registration using the instructions below
   1. Sign the form (note that BDAU delegates in other business lines may also sign forms)
   2. Obtain the BDAU ISM signature on the form
   3. Check to see if the user has obtained a GDPR and ISA training certificate (/data/master/DS001/extract/training/GDPR), if not remind them to do so
   4. Scan document and email to bdau@imperial.ac.uk with subject as name of document as per BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme.rtf
   5. Save document from email to BDAU SE User Registrations directory (/data/master/DS001/extract/registrations/users)
   6. Complete steps in BDAU SE User Addition SOP, but wait to send password until steps below are complete
   7. Configure the users initial session using their initial password
      1. Login using normal login procedures but with new user username/password
      2. Remove default web browser (konquerer) from favourites
      3. Search for and add Firefox to favourites
      4. Open Firefox
         1. Add bookmark for wiki.imperial.ac.uk accepting security notification
         2. Add bookmark for login.microsoftonline.com
5. Add latest versions of SPSS, Stata, Matlab, RStudio, Jupyter, Open Office Word and Open Office Excel to favourites
6. Open File Manager window already in favourites
   1. Go to Settings
   2. Go to Configure Dolphin
   3. Go to Navigation
   4. Click on Double-click to open files and folders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Version fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Added MRC training to template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Removed: MRC training and changed date to 01 Jan 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Added link to GDPR/ISA training page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated steps to point to BDAU SE User Addition SOP as steps here are redundant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation SOP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Number</th>
<th>75442504</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR Document Number</td>
<td>75442407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Approval</td>
<td>See comments for version / approver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version Number</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Active Version Number</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review Cycle (months)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Type</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Modified Date</td>
<td>Feb 01, 2019 15:01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This document describes how to complete the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation process for new or existing vendors. This is required in order to evaluate new datasets using the **BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP**.

**Procedure**

**User Procedure**

1. If you wish to use a new/existing vendor within the BDAU SE environment (i.e. for a new BDAU SE Dataset), you need to work with the BDAU to complete the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation Process.

**Staff Procedure**

1. Fill out the BDAU SE Vendor Evaluation Form
   1. **Vendor ID**: Next sequential vendor ID (see /data/master/DS001/extract/evaluations/vendors/*.pdf)
   2. **Vendor Name**: Name of vendor (i.e. NHS Digital)
   3. **Vendor Address**: Address of vendor
   4. **Vendor Phone Number**: Phone number of general enquiries for vendor
   5. **Vendor Email**: Email of general enquiries for vendor
6. **Vendor Country**: Country of where vendor is based
7. **BDAU Reviewer**: BDAU staff member performing review (email address)
8. **BDAU Contact**: Contact to email before expiration (email address)
9. **Valid From**: First date of valid data/software
10. **Last Reviewed**: Date when reviewed by BDAU staff member
11. **Requires Exception**: YES if requires exception to be used outside the BDAU SE
12. **User Restricted**: YES if restricted to particular users
13. **Retention Period**: How long is the vendor data retained for
14. ** Archived**: YES if no longer in use

2. Once form has been completed, print out and sign
   1. **BDAU SE Authorisation**: BDAU staff member signature and printed name
   2. **BDAU SE User Line Manager**: BDAU staff member line manager and printed name
3. Scan document and email to bdau@imperial.ac.uk with subject as name of document as per BDAU SE Record Naming Scheme.rtf
4. Save document from email to BDAU SE Vendor Evaluations directory (/data/master/DS001/extract/evaluations/vendors)
5. Add to BDAU SE Asset Registry with appropriate fields as per the BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Added DR Document number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Dataset Evaluation SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relinked BDAU SE Asset Registry SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added published document number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Updated last active version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updated saving instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reviewed: no major changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: last modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified: review cycle 6 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removed: changes greater than last 5 changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Removed: Risk score, Valid To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added: Vendor Country, Retention Period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>